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Revealing the Heart of the Galaxy: The Milky Way and Its Black Hole,
by Robert H. Sanders (Cambridge University Press), zot4.Pp. zo7, 26 x tB
cm. Price {zS.ooigag.g9 ftardback; ISBN qZ8 r ro7 o39r8 6).

This is a somewhat unusual book, in a good sense. It is mainly a history of
the confirmation of the idea that a massive black hole exists at the centre of the
Milky !7ay, told within the larger story of our improving knowledge of the Milky
Way as a whole. f{owever, the author is an astronomer, not a historian. Also,
while the book is not a technical monograph, it is slightly more technical than
most popular-astronomy books. I found both of these to be an advantage; the
general story will be familiar to many readers, but the slightly more technical
insider perspective adds some va1ue. Thus, even readers familiar with the
subject will probabiy leam something new but at the same Time the book is
accessible to a general readership.

Although the introduction contains a long quotation from Ovid's
Metamorphoses, and later some usuai suspects such as Thomas Wright and
Immanuel Kant are mentioned, this is essentially a narrative which takes place
during the last roo years or soJ a iarge part of this in the Netherlands; here
Sanders has lived and worked for about a third of this time, at the Kapreltn
Institute in Groningen. The story proper starts around the beginning of the
2oth Century with Kapteyn's universe.

Although Kapteyn was wrong about both the size of the Milky \7ay and the
Sun's position within it, he initiated the programme which was to lead to the
modern view of the Milky \U(aR with his student Jan Oort playing a large role.
Due initially in part to the fact that he had no observatory (at a time when
most astronomical institutes, even in similar ciimates, had one), Kaptelm began
the Dutch traditions of international cooperation and interpretive astronomy in
connection with large projects; these have now become the norm, not iust in the
Netherlands and not just in the study of the MilkyIU7ay.

The following chapters tell the story of the discovery of the size and shape of
the Milky'Way and our position within it (in which radio astronomy, another
Dutch tradition, piayed a large role) as well as our increasing krowledge about
the centre itself.These are interspersed wirh chapters on black holes and active
galactic nuclei. The two topics are of course related. It now appears that all
galaxies, including our own, contain a massive black hole at the centre; ours
is on the small side, with a mass of only 4-million solar masses or so. Also,
most galaxies are probably active gaiaxies during some period of their existence;
ours is not very active at the moment, but there are signs of greater activity in
the past. Recurring themes are the interplay between theory and observation
(with observation usually inspiring theory, rather than rsice oersa, in the
story told in this book) and discoveries made possible by new astronomical
techniques, including but not limited to the opening up of new portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

Some chapters end with a section of historical summary or philosophical
reflections, both often concerned with the way in which new ideas gain
acceptance in astronomy, with examples from the main narrative.These support
the view of science as a self-correcting enterprise where the correct views win
out in the end: the more diversity in the discussion, the more efficient the
process. Dead ends nevertheless often spawned ideas which later proved useful
in other contexts. (Although Sanders has been one of the main proponents
of MOND (modified Newtonian dynamics) as an alternative to dark matter,
there is almost no mention of this in the book, not even in the more personal
and philosophical sections. I think this is a good thing - not because MOND
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shouldn't be mentioned, but because it wourd detract from the narradve.
P.'l.rui"* it briefly wourd introduce nothing new ro the readers familiar withMOND and confuse those who are not. Oir.rrr.irrg it in detail would need ayl:l:]:"k in itself; perhaps Sanders will write a poputar*asrronomy book onMOND.)

^T'here 
are 79 brack-and-white diagrams: portraits, pictures, and schematicsof astronomical objects and astro*physical processes, graphs, pictures ofobservarories, and spec*a-These are .tt *.tt aorr. and ther"e ,r. utJriirr. rigt tnumber. There are no footnotes, so I can neither complain about having to flipto the end-notes nor be happy that I don,t have to.,Seven pages of journal_style

references provide more,than enough background for those rriir" *r"t * pursuevarious topics in more detail. Ttre names Jf the author. ,r" ,r.o*ity-L..rtiorr.ain the text when their work is discussed, though usually not in journal-style
citations (which wouldn't be appropriate in a boik such as rrrirl l{. irraex of abit more t!a1 five pag.r .o,r.r, Loth people unJ oUj."t..

The book is well written and seasons the scientific narrative with about theright amount of personar. commenrary. My only 
"omptairrilo.r...rrJiir. ,..ylarge number of typographical errors ("morr. t rr.rdred); most ail of these areminor and create no confusion, but rhey do distract from ieading ,t . ort .*rir.good text. I enjoyed reading the book ,.rd .""o**.nd it. 
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